WWU PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

FM/PM: DOUG MACLEAN 650-3791
CONTRACTOR: TIGER

Lot 20R  Closed: 6/15; opened: 7/30 (date subject to change)

Lot 33G
Closed: 7/6; Opened: 7/24
Closed: 8/10; Opened: 8/14
- 33G permit holders to use 1R or 22G
- Disability space off 25th Street will be bagged; a temporary “Loading” sign (board) will be placed at the location to service disability and short term access to obtain archive permit
- The 2 archives will be moved to the spaces behind the building

Lot 11G/25G
Closed: 8/24; Opened: 8/28
- 2 Zip cars 14G relocated near exit
- 25G permit holders to park in any 14G space not reserved
- Reserved employee spaces relocated to 14G (spaces reserved with signs)
- WWU 11G department vehicles to park in 14G upper lot back of Highland
- 5 ADA relocated near North (between library and Haggard) & South Haggard (between Haggard and College)
- 11G carpool will be relocated to 14G (spaces reserved with signs)

Lot 17G

17G North
Closed: 7/6; Opened: 7/24
Closed: 8/10; Opened: 8/14
- 17G permit holders to use 19G, 14G, 7G or gravel lots as alternative
- Disability will be relocated, pending location, please contact parking if you need to review your needs
- 17G carpool spaces will relocate to south end of lot (spaces reserved with signs)
- Department Reserve spaces will be relocated 10G near Gallery

17G South
Closed: 7/27; Opened: 8/4
- 17G permit holders to use 19G, 14G, 7G or gravel lots as alternative
- 7 Meter spaces will be used (signed for 17G permit holders)
- Disability will be relocated, pending location, please contact parking if you need to review your needs
Lot 6V
Closed: 7/20; Opened: 7/24

- 4 ADA, can use temporary of High Street, North (between library and Haggard) & South Haggard (between Haggard and College)
- WWU 6V department vehicles to relocate; trailer in C lot, other in 4R

Lot Eden’s Hall
Closed: 7/6; Opened: 7/24
Closed: 8/24; Opened: 8/28

- UPD Remove bollards 7/6 6AM from High Street
- Disability will be relocated to other side directly south of current spaces, access via High Street, exit “right turn only”

Lot VU SRV (upper lot)
Closed: 8/24; Opened: 8/28

- Relocate WWU vehicles that park in that area, relocation based on size of vehicle and where they can be parked without obstructing traffic or access for emergency vehicles
- Deliveries options pending to be worked out with Project Manager Doug Maclean
- Garbage pickup arrangements to be handled by Project Manager Doug Maclean